Isotope-differentiated binding energy shift tags (IDBEST) for improved targeted biomarker discovery and validation.
Mass spectrometry has proved to be an important tool for protein biomarker discovery, identification and characterization. However, global proteomic profiling strategies often fail to identify known low-abundance biomarkers as a result of the limited dynamic range of mass spectrometry (two to three orders of magnitude) compared with the large dynamic range of protein concentrations in biologic fluids (11 to 12 orders of magnitude for serum). In addition, the number of peptides generated in such methods vastly overwhelms the resolution capacity of mass spectrometers, requiring extensive sample clean-up (e.g., affinity tag, retentate chromatography and/or high-performance liquid chromatography) before mass spectrometry analysis. Baiting and affinity pre-enrichment strategies, which overcome the dynamic range and sample complexity issues of global proteomic strategies, are very difficult to couple to mass spectrometry. This is due to the fact that it is nearly impossible to sort target peptides from those of the bait since there will be many cases of isobaric peptides. IDBEST (Target Discovery, Inc.) is a new tagging strategy that enables such pre-enrichment of specific proteins or protein classes as the resulting tagged peptides are distinguishable from those of the bait by a mass defect shift of approximately 0.1 atomic mass units. The special characteristics of these tags allow: resolution of tagged peptides from untagged peptides through incorporation of a mass defect element; high-precision quantitation of up- and downregulation by using stable isotope versions of the same tag; and potential analysis of protein isoforms through more complete peptide coverage from the proteins of interest.